
UI Redesign
A UX proposal for the redesign of the 
current Provar Test Builder UI



Through their experiences implementing Salesforce projects, 

the team experienced first-hand the difficulty of testing Salesforce 

in a fast and cost-effective way. None of the existing vendor tools can 

reliably test Salesforce’s UI, especially complex Visualforce pages and lightning 

components. The alternative is to test manually or use code, writing a custom 

framework based on Selenium.

Determined to makes things better, Provar was created.

Since then there has been an overwhelming reception to Provar from Fortune 100 companies and 

Salesforce app vendors. Provar has a diverse range of customers spanning several industries, and serve 

business sizes ranging from 100 employees to 100,000.



The Provar app is well established and is the 
best tool in the industry for Salesforce 
automation testing. The app was designed by 
QA Engineers for QA Engineers and is 
focused on function over form. 

The Test Builder plug-in allows new UI tests 
to be created interactively but has not got a 
built in editor or any means of accessing the 
non-UI Test Step API extensions when 
creating tests either. This requires 
intermittent switching between the Provar 
desktop app and Test Builder to use more 
advanced features.

Another thing the team noticed is the lack of 
funnelling or flow present inside the app. 
Everything is on display all of the time which 
is excellent for someone used to the app but 
could be confusing to a first time user.

Provar Interface



The Problem

The UI redesign for Provar was 

born out of the wish to improve 

the interface and improve the 

user experience for both first time 

and regular users with the goal to 

eliminate the switching between 

Test Builder and Provar Desktop 

for 90% of complex scenarios. 



The Objective

The main objective of the Experience Design [XD] team was to assess and 

analyse the current user interface [UI] of the Provar Test Builder Eclipse 

plug-in and to propose a redesign to update the interface, improve any 

accessibility issues and add edit/create functionality. The current lack of 

create/edit functionality caused the need for the user to have to switch 

between the desktop app and Test Builder plug-in multiple times to 

complete more complex functional tasks. 



Assess and analyse the current 

end-to-end user journey’s and 

identify pain points and quick wins

Add edit/create functionality to 

the Test Builder plug-in and work 

out a user journey for this

Produce high-fidelity designs of 

the new proposed UI and the 

added functionality
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High-Fidelity 
Wireframes

Iconography

Clean UI

Functionality

UI Update

Simplified and unified 
iconography set produced

Stripped back, modernised 
and reduced icon use

Create and edit 
functionality added

Modern Google 
Material style



The interface has been updated and 
modernised and uses a similar approach to 
Google’s Material design system. The 
flattened design style improves accessibility 
by allowing key elements and features to be 
highlighted via prioritisation inside the UI.

The icon set for the entire app was 
revisited to match the new flatter UI. 
Accessibility and understanding were 
the key aims for this redesign where the 
icons should inform the user as to their 
purpose without the need for text.

UI Update

Iconography



Reduced visual clutter in the UI by 
removing iconography from the Test 
Builder test process. Introduced a 
clear hierarchy to text and type 
elements as well using different 
weights.

Create and edit functionality has 
now been added meaning the Test 
Builder can now be used 
independently of the desktop app for 
most testing purposes.

Clean UI

Functionality +   
-



Evaluating the Results - LEMER Methodology

Efficiency

Memorability

Error Management

Learnability

Does the system reduce hesitation 
with clear language?
Are there any special shortcuts?

Are the UI elements placed in 
conventional positions?
Would user be able to use app 
after awhile?

Are you forgiving of users’ 
mistakes?

Too many features?
Easy to learn?

Satisfaction
Is the design appealing?
Are there pleasant surprises?

We evaluated the User Interface [UI] of the Test Builder app during the discovery phase 
using the LEMER approach. This method allows for tests on Learnability, Ease of Use, 
Memorability, Error handling, and Satisfaction. By scoring each element on a 1-5 scale 
[poor - good], we can evaluate the before and after effects of the redesigned UI and 
measure any improvements made within.

Learnability

Current New

Efficiency

Memorability

Error Management

Satisfaction 0
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How LEMER
Scores Elements



The Result

By keeping the process flow in mind at all times now the Test 

Builder has a reduced need for switching back to Provar 

Desktop.  This channels the user and directs them into the 

desired path to complete their actions. This combined with the 

modernised and simplified UI along with the clear visual 

feedback and context sensitive menus’ this gives the end user 

more control than ever before without relying on the desktop 

application.
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